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Motivation
State of constant information consumption
Outbrain’s mission:
Increase user’s engagement
Provide more personalized experience
We propose an advertisement recommendation
algorithm to prioritize content presented to users to
provide an improved user experience.

Features

Mean Average Precision (MAP)
Performance Metric: MAP@12

…
24 features provided + 939 features derived = 963 features
Features were derived using one hot encoding:
platform (3), geo_location (10), advertiser_id (926).
Treat as a categorical values rather than numerical values.

P(k) = precision at cutoff k
|U| = # of display_id
n = # of predicted ad_ids

For every display_ad, only one ad_id is clicked.
Example:
(ad_id listed in decreasing likelihood)
display_id = 123
P(1) = 0, P(1) = 1/2, P(2) = 0
display_id = 234
P(1) = 0, P(2) = 0, P(3) = 1/3, P(4) = 0

Machine Learning Pipeline

MAP@12 = 5/12

Discussion
Datasets
Outbrain click prediction competition provided large
datasets (> 100 GB, 2 billion training examples)
6/14/16–6/28/16: page views with click labelling
(1 if clicked, 0 if not clicked)
Learning Curves
LR
SVM

Future Works

RF
Data sets can be mapped to
each other with a given key.

The most challenging aspect of this project was
understanding MAP@K and also dealing with
extremely large datasets. By using one hot encoding,
categorical data were mapped to an appropriate
format for use with conventional machine learning
algorithms. We determined thresholds for features
with large cardinality to group rare examples into
minority categories, reducing run-time. We chose to
use random forest (not taught in class) due to its
implicit feature selection, which performs well with
missing categorical values. From our analysis so far,
random forest has resulted in the best MAP score.

Regression tree fb
B = # of samples/trees
b = 1, …, B

NB

Not overfitting (Test Score > Train Score)
80% training set for best performance

Parameter Fitting

To implement:
field aware factorization machines (FFM), which
outperformed existing models in click prediction
tasks for classifying large sparse datasets.
k-modes to cluster users and user contexts for
feature reduction while examining the user base.
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